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CALLING ALL RELOCATION DEAL HUNTERS
Australian-owned Apollo Motorhome Holidays has good news for relocation hunters with more deals than
ever before scheduled during Summer 2015-2016.
Apollo CEO Luke Trouchet said ‘real relocation hunters’ were frequently found at their computers, constantly
refreshing their browsers to find motorhome and campervan rental deals from $1* per day.
“If your bags are almost packed, the pets can stay at the neighbour’s and you are ready to go as soon as a
deal becomes available, you’re a true relocation hunter,” said Mr Trouchet.
“Apollo loves relocation hunters because we can provide last minute self-drive adventures to guests who are
able to travel on short notice,” he said.
Relocation deals often require travelling against the popular direction of the season – so while traditional
travellers are flying into Sydney and heading north, clever relocation renters are heading from Cairns down
the coast.
“Where relocations are concerned, if you’re going in the ‘wrong direction’, you’re probably saving money,”
Mr Trouchet said.
Summer relocations are available from all Apollo branches in Australia; Adelaide, Alice Springs, Brisbane,
Broome, Cairns, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne, Sydney and Perth, Auckland and Christchurch in New Zealand,
and locations on the West Coast of the USA. Flexibility on dates, locations and vehicle type will give
relocation deal hunters the most opportunities.
With 4-6 berth motorhomes, 2 berth campervans and 4WD campers from as little as $1 per day, Apollo
guests can save hundreds if not thousands of dollars on a road trip to remember.
Top relocation routes for Summer 15/16
1. Relocations from Christchurch to Auckland, New Zealand, from $1* per day plus often include free fuel
offers and free ferry crossing for vehicle and driver.
2. Relocations from Sydney to Adelaide, from $1* per day plus $50* fuel.
3. Relocations from Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane to Darwin, Cairns or Alice Springs, from $1* per day
plus fuel allowances.
Ready to go? Visit www.apollocamper.com/reloc
*$1 rate and fuel allowances/reimbursements are subject to availability, pricing is dynamic and changes frequently.
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